
Dislike Highlight

0% rating 

The servers are absolutely trash they are not what I

expect from a company as big as EA we pay our money

to play the game yet you cant be bothered to fix the

servers even when you are being told by millions there

is a problem!!!!! Not happy plz fix. Emma the tiler 

by Emma Bracegirdle 

Neutral Highlight

58% rating 

...where are you aiming.Even though patched, rebound

goals are still a thing and the goalkeepers no matter

how high-rated they are, still tend to make some quite

unrealistic errors that could not happen in real football

and often seems like goalkeepers don't know what they

are doing on the pitch. Kick off goals are just a thing

that is I think never gonna be fixed in fifa. Defending... 

by Vuk David Strampu 

Like Highlight

100% rating 

...of game mode wasn't necessary but adds a new

aspect to the game. The Volta story mode perhaps

could've been altered slightly. I would've loved if it

could've linked to player career mode in a way that you

work your way up from street football to the top

leagues, similar to fifa 11. Nevertheless it was a

welcome addition and adds a new aspect to the game.

In terms of career mode... 

by Roshan Mahmood 

What do you think of the new Squad and SBC menus? 
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FIFA Example

The wait for FIFA 20 is finally over and we want to know your first thoughts and opinions!
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REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS

    All Ratings 

...is it doesn't use contracts. Positive- I like all the ways

you can earn points and the amount of free packs is

amazing. It's super easy to make coins this year aslong as

you know how too. 

July 15, 2022 by dan_twiglet

13 likes 

...skill moves are in a better spot, with nothing standing

out for me, so I am happy with where that is. Thanks for

reading, and please rebuttal my points as I would love to

discuss the game! 

July 11, 2022 by jschellekens

5 likes 

...improvements from FIFA 19, gameplay is hard to adjust

to, but like all new things it takes time. The menus are

brilliant, and most of the game is so far, my only

adjustment would be switching between players in 

gameplay, it is literally the most inconsistent I've seen in a

FIFA title. Defensive headers are also very inconsistent,

the direction is barely assisted it seems, and even... 

July 23, 2022 by Shawn BvB

11 likes 

...are a very important aspect of the game this year, as I

think those were not very important last year. Not to

mention I very much enjoy the tackling system this year, I

think it is incredible! 

July 19, 2022 by kriszto10

6 likes 

...improvements at least although it does need a major

overhaul. All in all the game has improved since the 19 and

I hope it's not completely destroyed by the updates EA

come out with in the future. 

July 07, 2022 by MattKPrince

5 likes 

...problem in previous FIFAs. Also defensive headers are

lacking imo, but headers in general seem pretty broken

right now, and I don't mean in the good way. I'm not sure if

EA boosted how much balance effects headers but I can't

score a header to save my life currently, unless they're

wide open, and same goes for defensive clearing, the

consistency just isn't there currently.... 

July 18, 2022 by Shawn BvB

0 likes 

...direction. For me, it is almost impossible to score a header (have like 120 

matches and i barely scored like 6-7 times). - Club / Items menu : it took me some

time to get know the new menu style, when i enter players in sbc's and try to build

new teams. - Market menu : i still would have wanted a new filter with rare / non

rare players and a filter for "Special" players to distinguish... 

July 24, 2022 by Alexandru Pirv

3 likes 

...changed with how soft fouls felt last year, but i feel its become the complete

opposite this year. Going back to a more postive ending to the post, i love that 

pace is a major aspect of the game again, i have always loved a faster paced game,

and if we can get a resolution to button delay and player switching, i personally

think we could be looking at the best fifa title in a long... 

July 10, 2022 by sonofkingsize

0 likes 

 

 Positive x578 55% 

improvement

x45  

issues

x37  

opinion

x33  

objectives

x33  

content

x31  

squad

x30  

keepers

x29  

season objectives

x28  

...rebounding from keeper saves that would cut down

quite a lot of rage. But other than that im really loving the 

play style of the game, probably the best yet. The volta 

game mode is amazing and i love button mashing which is

all i can do at the moment :). A little bit of lag in ultimate 

team but otherwise amazing, finding it hard to grind out

the SBC's as its my first time but im... 

June 30, 2022 by Toby Runting

0 likes 

Personally loving fifa 20. i'm really enjoying the gameplay

and im LOVING the new XP and Objectives side to UT. The 

SBCs so far have been good, a few over priced eg. Martinez

however Lewandowski is unreal for his price and Pukki for

20k is also incredible. Also, my pack luck so far has been

unreal and i've not even spent a penny. Just signed IF KDB

to go along side my POTM Lewa... 

July 17, 2022 by Billy Powell

1 likes 

...actually wanting to get involved in gameplay to

complete them. Throughout the year i'd like to see maybe

more coin unlocks in the objectives to help people who

grind the game and maybe a few tradeable packs in there

too! Love the card designs as well but find the squad

screens a bit confusing and more clunky to search for and

insert players so would like to see that tweaked! 

July 23, 2022 by Louis Page

1 likes 

...finally be able to start the grind. From what i have seen

from watching all the fifa streams and youtube videos 

game play looks to be improved but a few tweaks are

needed in some areas. goalkeepers, rebounds, player

switching, heading. The new menus for squad building

have changed and i cant say if for the better but will just

take some getting used to. Will give more feedback... 

July 28, 2022 by Michael Gallagher

1 likes 

...but finding my feet now after getting from div 7 to div 4

in 2 days. The most annoying thing for me though is the

the amount of rebound goals I concede, even though I'm

running the highest rated keeper in the game. Just can't

seem to stop them. Other than that I feel like the game is

running really smooth and I hope that EA don't bring out 

patches which change it dramatically. Oh,... 

July 03, 2022 by YoItsFellaini

1 likes 

After playing some games on Fifa 20, I have to say that the 

game is much better than 19 and has a chance of being a

really great game with some tweaks. The switching of 

defenders is a huge issue for me most of the time it

doesn't even go to the player it tells you that it will switch

too and its extremely slow. Also passing needs a huge fix,

the amount of times the pass goes no... 

July 20, 2022 by fordyy22

0 likes 

 

 Neutral x317 30% 

headers

x29  

keepers

x28  

pace

x25  

content

x22  

improvement

x21  

issues

x20  

career mode

x20  

corners

x19  

Honestly despite all the slack it gets I do find the game fun

however I do not know how it has passed quality testing as

it doesn't feel like a finalised game. I was even playing 

career mode today and after pressing the speech option

instead of saying “Manchester city” it said

“teamname_502” or something along them lines. The 

game plays alright when you're playing for fun and the... 

July 11, 2022 by Armaan Ali

0 likes 

...mixed. although i feel there has been an improvement in

gameplay, i do believe some features have regressed

regarding gameplay, i have no issue with the new

defending mechanic, it makes the game more skill based.

however goalkeepers are a real issue... rather than

parrying the ball away from danger (after a save) i find the 

ball more often than not falling to the feet of my 

opponent... 

July 16, 2022 by HomelesPenguin

1 likes 

...important thing that needs to be improved in my option

is the content, we are less than 2 weeks in to the game and

there is not much out there for us to do. If there was more 

content out there it would make the game a lot better.

Also I thing some of the game play needs improving such

like button delay but I don't think I'm getting it any where

need as bad as some other people... 

July 08, 2022 by Connor Thomas

0 likes 

...game. Seems like other people have been struggling as well and at this point i

just go for simple tap shots because powered shots always end up getting too

close to the keeper and being parried. This isn't fun for me personally as scoring 

goals is the best part of the gameplay for me.(or has been previously.) Not

anymore though sadly. 

July 13, 2022 by RMFrulez

0 likes 

 

 Negative x129 12% 

shots

x15  

keepers

x13  

defenders

x12  

squad

x10  

headers

x9  

pass

x9  

needs

x8  

servers

x7  

I do think there needs to be some improvement to the 

gameplay for example occasionally keepers are parrying

the ball straight to the attack leading too a goal and it is

virtually impossible to score headers in open play and

from set pieces which is very unrealistic for a football 

game. I also believe in rivals it is very hard to score and 

shooting can be inconsistent because I can... 

July 03, 2022 by Burnsyyy

1 likes 

Hi Guys! Many things to say about that new Fifa 20, - Run

to goal is kind of back, paced players are unstoppable

again. - Fut Xp system is kind complicated to get, zaha and

the other guys are unreachable if you don't play 24/7. - 

Headers???? What is up with the headers. I've been

playing Fifa since the early release and I barely scored 5 

headers ever... Positive things: -... 

July 16, 2022 by Nicolas Araman

0 likes 

Gameplay is ok to a certain extent a few minor tweaks

need ie: heading, crossing & passing. I've got a few gripes,

ok so let me give you and example of what's been

happening to me in game (All the time) " storyline zaha's

1v1 with the keeper on the right side but inside the box

and going for a right footed low driven shot only for zaha

to shape up and circle round the ball... 

July 29, 2022 by barnardstar10

0 likes 

 

 Other x16 2% 

giveaway

x2  

icon swaps

x2  

challenge

x1  

Shooting

x1  

fact

x1  

thoughts

x1  

crosses

x1  

bugs

x1  

...me and my mates like to set challenges like goals only from 30 40 yards and I'm

like the worst player out off us all so my record was always the worst! The new 

season objectives is quality let's people be able to get pack that they might not be

able to afford like your ultimate packs by just grinding the game! My overall 

thoughts are that this (so far) is the best fifa since... 

July 28, 2022 by Jaydan

4 likes 

To be honest I've never entered in one of the polls like this because I know it won't

end very well as I near enough win nothing in giveaways it's great but thought I

would test my luck out this time ? 

July 04, 2022 by Morgan Harmer

2 likes 

 

 News x4 0% 

headers

x1  

Hate the headers as literally impossible to score also the goal keepers pushing the 

ball out is annoying and when you pressure a player it's different to last year

Positive good game overall and the new pack opener is quite cool I like it 

July 09, 2022 by Connor Catterall

1 likes 

 

 Media x3 0% 

prices

x1  

Behold The Nautilus My Merch: https://teespring.com/stores/nautilus-designs My

Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdIRNFe4nqa4bQjIzhjUN4g 

Nautilus Designs Teespring is the free and easy way to bring your ideas to life.

Design your product, set a price, and start selling. Teespring handles the rest -

production, shipping, and customer service - and you keep the profit! 

July 01, 2022 by EyeOfNautilus

0 likes 

 

 

 

STARRED COMMENTS

Tip: Showcase standout comments and your favorites by starring them from the engagement to include them here in the report.  

 

 

 

...straight away on connection with another player. Taking corners are balanced because they don't seem as

overpowering this time round with a taller player being at the front near post to create easy goals. Overall I am pleased

with the game and look forward to getting a good team which can improve my personal gameplay. Happy playing all. 

 

 

 

...for the duration of the animation. -Goal keepers parry away shots and air balls from crosses straight to the oppostion

way to often -Ground and Chipped Through balls are OP -Certain shooting angles gaurantee the goal keeper parries the

ball instead of holding it leading to rebound goals. -Kick off goal is still a thing I think that's it, all the cons seem fixable in

one patch... 

 

 

 

...believe FIFA 20 feels very similar to the older versions of FIFA (14/15 etc.) with pace and low rated sweaty players being

OP and many other factors. This has made the game much more comical, fun and it gives the game longevity. I believe

goalkeepers need tweeking as they parry literally everything, even when the shots can easily be caught. Pack luck needs

bumping slightly as you... 

 

 

 

...how much you want to play and grind the game. Is it me or coins easier to collect?? VOLTA is great, good place to learn

and practice skills. Also a interesting story. Gamemodes in friendlies is great (many diffrent options), I love the new

gamemode "Mystery Ball", it's so fun to play with friends. Friendlies is also a great place to practice without it having a

impact on... 

 

 

 

...more difficult to pass to someone who you are not facing (realistic, I like it!) which are positive changes, but there are

still one or two passes which seem to fail for no reason at all. IMPROVEMENTS FIFA only needs to make a few small tweaks

to make this game really the full eSports ready version of the game they are looking for. I have mostly covered them in the

negatives... 

 

 

 

...in division 4 anyway). The amount of packs you can earn is brilliant with the new challenges as im a Dad and can't afford

to spend money on FIFA points so it's brilliant to have a fun rewarding way of earning packs and players. The menus I feel

will take some getting used to but I feel once they're perfected they will be a brilliant addition! Player ratings and ability is

something... 

POPULAR COMMENTS

FIFA 20 IS FINALLY HERE!!! Get some game time in and let

us know how you feel about it. We want to know

everything and anything you have an opinion on, from

game play to the new squad and SBC menus! Me,

@homelespenguin and @oakelfish will be replying to as

many of you as possible and we're really looking forward

to seeing if you guys think EA got the game right this year.

We... 

June 29, 2022 by CapgunTom

198 likes 

I think it's a completely different fifa compared to last

years... it really feels good but there's actually stuff to fix...

every second goal is a rebound goal... but I do like the

defending in general That you actually have to do

something to defend ? 

July 21, 2022 by Clemens Mauer

19 likes 

Heading needs to be improved, and keeper parrying

definitely needs tweaking. 

July 09, 2022 by bulletinmehhead

19 likes 

 

CONVERSATIONAL ANALYSIS 

Tags: User's comments are tagged with a label that summarizes the comment's intention. Tags are set up by the engagement creator. 

Topics: A topic is any recurring noun phrase found within the comments. It can be used to find themes and trends.

Clusters: Related topics are grouped together into clusters. Each cluster's representative topic is shown but counts include other related topics from that cluster. For example "weather" may include "storm"

and "tornado" and "rain." 
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Popular Topics by Rating

 

Rating Prompt: Summarize your comment and inform others.

55% 30% 12% 2% < 1% < 1% 

 All Ratings  Positive  Neutral  Negative  Other  News  Media 

x 1047 x 578 x 317 x 129 x 16 x 4 x 3 

730 432 267 105 14 4 3 

game improvement headers shots giveaway headers prices 

x 452 x 45 x 29 x 15 x 2 x 1 x 1 

fifa issues keepers keepers icon swaps 

x 358 x 37 x 28 x 13 x 2 

Gameplay opinion pace defenders challenge 

x 221 x 33 x 25 x 12 x 1 

players objectives content squad Shooting 

x 217 x 33 x 22 x 10 x 1 

ball content improvement headers fact 

x 114 x 31 x 21 x 9 x 1 

rebounds squad issues pass thoughts 

x 102 x 30 x 20 x 9 x 1 

team keepers career mode needs crosses 

x 95 x 29 x 20 x 8 x 1 

packs season objectives corners servers bugs 

x 95 x 28 x 19 x 7 x 1 

SENTIMENTS AND DESCRIPTORS

 

Sentiments by Top Topics

 

43% 34% 21% 21% 11% 10% 9% 9% 9% 9% 8% 7% 

game fifa Gameplay players ball rebounds team packs goals Goalkeepers SBCs menus 

x 452 x 358 x 221 x 217 x 114 x 102 x 95 x 95 x 92 x 89 x 84 x 74 

393 328 209 186 105 99 89 83 83 85 81 69 

good good good good high less ultimate good rebound good advanced new 

x 50 x 51 x 20 x 10 x 1 x 2 x 38 x 6 x 6 x 3 x 6 x 10 

great love enjoy well free constant good first own real more sbc 

x 29 x 15 x 10 x 8 x 1 x 2 x 7 x 2 x 4 x 2 x 6 x 4 

love new slow single easy brilliant new sbc other standard good like 

x 18 x 15 x 8 x 6 x 1 x 1 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 1 x 2 x 3 

new previous like rate simple terrible big expensive more strong new main 

x 17 x 13 x 6 x 5 x 1 x 1 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 1 x 2 x 3 

enjoy great realistic bad true main well free open agree only fut 

x 16 x 13 x 6 x 5 x 1 x 1 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 1 x 1 x 1 

like enjoy smooth slow more normal like headed shocking few brilliant 

x 11 x 9 x 5 x 4 x 1 x 2 x 1 x 2 x 1 x 1 x 1 

 

NET ENTHUSIASM SCORE

What is a Net Enthusiasm Score?

Net Enthusiasm Score is a measure of how impassioned your community is about

your subject. Your respondents fall into the following segments based on the rating

they leave. Not all ratings have equal weight: the closer the rating is to Strong

Dislike or Strong Like, the more impact it has on your brand or topic, and therefore

your NES. 

Ratings by Segment

Total Ratings Strong Like Like

552 417 90

Passive Dislike Strong Dislike

20 10 15

Net Enthusiasm Score

+83 (Outstanding) 

A +100 NES means 100% of your community feels "Strong Like." 

A -100 NES means 100% of your community feels "Strong Dislike." 

A 0 NES means you have an equal amount of your community feels

"Strong Like" and "Strong Dislike."

If your NES is low, review key negative topics your users compained

about.

How do I use this report?

Use this report to understand the shape of the conversation.

Spot trends and view representative comments that

characterize what everyone had to say. 
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Publish findings

 
 

Share with colleagues

  

Visitors

944 respondents

4.8K interactions

84% Ratings

581 ratings

552 unique raters

9 Votes

3.2K votes

378 unique voters

1K Comments

730 unique commenters

7 featured comments

136 Unique Topics

5.2K topics mentioned
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Strong Dislike (0-20%)

Dislike (21-40%)

Passive (41-60%)

Like (61-80%)

Strong Like (81-100%) • 

• 

• 

• 

Like 46%167

Revert to FIFA '19 29%103

Okay 24%85

Unsure 1%4

test 0%1

Better 64%228

Big improvement 32%115

More or less the same 2%7

It's worse 2%7

Not quite as good 0%0

Too slow 70%245

Adequate 22%78

Unsure 4%15

Great 3%11

unsure 47%166

no 30%104

yes 23%81

yes 50%174

no 32%113

unsure 18%63

no - I'm willing to learn the new mechanics 86%

286
yes 9%30

unsure 5%15

yes 64%226

unsure 18%62

no 15%54

about the same 3%11

The same 45%160

Less 31%110

More 24%86

Only if a major fix needed 65%232

Constantly 33%118

Unsure 1%4

Leave the game as is 1%2
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